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An exclusive combination of specific care
to act directly on the scalp...



INDICATIONS

SPH is the first Phototherapy device especially for hairdressing salons.
SPH uses the biostimulation potential of photons to offer a new range of treatment and enhances 
the potential of all treatments in your salon: 

- Radiance by refining the skin texture, immediate rejuvenating effect
- Decreases wrinkles, blemishes, scars, acne, etc...

- Optimisation of treatment: colour, perm, Brazilian smoothing, curling, 
moisturising treatment, keratin treatment
- Hair strengthening: fragile, devitalised hair that breaks easily
- Preventive treatment: prevents hair loss
- Corrective treatment: stimulates hair growth
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Hair 
treatment

Face care

+



THE SPH DEVICE
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READY
-TO-

USE KIT

1 computer
(Windows 8)

1 articulated arm

1 panel
4 sections

1 stand

- Ergonomic, 
- Takes little space and is silent
- Wide variety of pre-set programs
- Client database (protocol by name, storage
of before/after photos, videos possible)
- Update the protocols from the Internet
- No consumables, no stock to manage
- After-sales service on Internet (remote login software)

EASY 
TO USE
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2 IN 1

Why not combine hair and skin treatment?
As well as making your clients’ hair radiant,
SPH also offers combined action to reduce the signs of 
age and restore the skin’s moisture and elasticity

1 device, 2 types of treatment

100% Swiss made   
Device developed and made in Switzerland
Guaranteed 2 years



HOW PHOTOSTIMULATION WORKS
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Photostimulation (or phototherapy) is a non-aggressive and non-thermal treatment 
based on the use of different wavelengths corresponding to a precise scope of action. 
The photons penetrate the skin and are absorbed by the cells. The cells are stimulated 
and synthesise the other skin components.
So the production of collagen and elastin is stimulated and the skin is completely 
regenerated. 
The appearance of the skin improves immediately.

Synthon 
Process
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Photostimulation also treats all types of hair problems. It can visibly optimise 
the regrowth after alopecia or chemotherapy, slow or even stop hair loss in 
cases of hair thinning, strengthen the follicles that are only producing fine fuzz, 
or consolidate implants. 

Photostimulation also activates the penetration of substances applied to the 
skin and scalp. This property brings out the full potential of all the treatment 
applied  in your salon (colour, perms, etc.) reducing the application time and 
the odours. 

USE IN THE HAIRDRESSING SALON



A RECOGNISED AND PROVEN TECHNIQUE
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Photostimulation is a technique with long clinical experience.

Photons were first used by NASA to accelerate the healing of astronauts’ wounds, and since then many 
clinical trials have proved their efficacy and safety in the treatment of skin problems. Thanks to these  
stimulatory, anti-inflammatory, analgesic and corrective properties, today they are applied to all areas 
of medicine.

The repairing energy of Photons
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SPH will revolutionise your salon and the way you work. 

This device will help you:
- Increase customer loyalty
- Stand out from your competitors 
- Bring in new clients 
- Diversify the treatment you offer
- Save time on each type of treatment (colour, straightening, etc.)
- Increase your productivity!

WHY SPH ?

SPH will bring
solutions and complementarity
to your usual treatments



Rejuvenate your hair
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ABOUT SWISS BIO INOV

100% Swiss made

Swiss Bio Inov designs, manufactures and distributes Photon treatment devices for therapeutic use.
Designed and manufactured in Switzerland, all the devices have the latest technological innovations at a very 
competitive price. They are the result of many years of research, studies, tests and collaboration between designers, 
doctors, researchers and specialists of Bio Photonic modulation.

SPH is derived from the medical sector and is the latest device in the range. It has been specially designed for use 
in hairdressing salons, and uses photon interactions to treat many different hair problems, or just to increase the 
potential of the treatment you already provide.

The concept of biostimulation has been proven on a wide range of applications and validated by many clinical 
trials that show its effectiveness and the lack of side effects.



CONTACTS

For more informations:  

CITYCARE Clinic

www.citycarephuket.com
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